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EDITORIAL

Friends,

Indeed it is a challenging task to share our views laden with anguish but exhibiting

bitter truth, with you. Somehow or the other we feel that we are also a part of the

fiasco and dishonesty which we would like to highlight now. Permit us to share it

with you with the fond hope that some of you might take up the cudgels and try to

clean the stable of its detritus. As a people, our difficulty is that we sermonize,

preach, describe the maladies, (as we are presently doing) but never take the necessary

corrective measures suitable and practicable in our conditions. Of course we send

delegations of experts to visit other countries without taking into account whether

our ground realities will suit the style and work conditions existing there. Of course

such steps allow our administrators or big-wigs to have a foreign jaunt at the expense

of the poor tax payer, including the famished farmers, labourer, other workers and

all of us.

Now, coming to brass tacks, permit us to list the problems facing our education

world, their number is infinite but we would enumerate just a few (reported in

Hindustan Times of 04-09-2016).

l 1,05,630 single teacher schools

l 5.86 lakh vacancies in India

l Teacher taught ratio 1:100 in some schools

l 13% teachers are on contract

Then some very alarming and bone chilling facts known to every one and hardly

need any authentication for instance: Poor standard of our children. Our children

ranked second last in a test of Reading, Science and Arithmetic (Program for

International Student Association The Times of India 08-06-2016) Private schools

are preferred as compared to government schools. Then a plethora of problems

known even to a street vendor. Class size, toilets, Teacher Education problems and

their relevance to actual school situation and its needs Continuous Comprehensive

Evaluation Program (recently changed) imposed on schools without examining its

feasibility in view of treacher-taught ratio, load of  work on teachers, underpaid

teachers, all sorts of work taken from him/her e.g. housing survey, economic survey,
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Industrial survey, census duty, voter identity card etc. (H. Times 04-07-2016) Here

I would not vouch for the abosolute correctness of the above but this much is sure

that the system is badly infested with all these maladies and we feel contented by

enumerating them with no concrete plan of action to tackle them, effectively As a

teacher educator who has spent around half a century in this profession, I feel strongly

that now the time has come to take concrete steps to take remedial steps which are

practicable and are fully linked with the ground reality. We may borrow ideas from

others but we must adopt them if found useful in our conditions and if any experts

are sent abroad then they must provide the country an action plan which is feasible.

Enough of foreign jaunts at the public expense.

In the end, as a student of the discipline of Techer Education, I would say that in our

own areas we should conduct Action Research to streamline the whole system and

give it much needed lead and also stream line out area so that it may produce teachers

who may teach in actual class room situation.

Editor

S.P. Pathak.

Sushil Dhiman (Associate Editor)
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